Volunteer and Faith-Based Respite Learning Collaborative

ARCH Resources
Volunteer Respite Manual - Creating Valuable Options for Family Caregivers

Step-by-Step Startup Manual

Sample Topics: Recruitment, Management and Supervision, Retention, Liability and Risk Management

Training Resources

National Volunteer Organization Resources

Program Case Studies

COVID-19 Considerations

Sample Forms, Polices and Procedures, Handbooks

Link: archrespite.org/volunteer-respite-manual-appendices
Innovative and Exemplary Volunteer & Faith-based Respite Services

Link: archrespite.org/innovative-and-exemplary-respite

- Caregiver Volunteers of Central Jersey Alzheimer’s Respite Care Program
- Home Away from Home Respite Center at SUNY Geneseo
- Rhode Island CareBreaks
- Caregiver Respite Program at Lifespan of Greater Rochester, New York
- Claude Moore Precious Time, James Madison University, Virginia
- Masterpiece R&R Respite Care Program, First Free Church, Nebraska
Archived Webinars

- **Volunteer Respite – Putting the Pieces Together: Implementation from Recruitment to Matching**
  archrespite.org/webinars-and-teleconferences/2017-05-19-18-17-05/volunteer-respite-from-recruitment-to-matching

- **Respite in the Faith Community**
  archrespite.org/webinars-and-teleconferences/webinar-respite-in-the-faith-community

- **TimeBanking for Respite: An Innovative and Socially Just Approach to Supporting Family Caregivers - Edgar Cahn and Christine Gray**
  archrespite.org/53-uncategorised/329-webinartimebanking-for-respite

- **TimeBanking for Respite: Communities Supporting Caregivers**
State Tools for Volunteer and Faith-Based Respite

- South Carolina’s Break Rooms in Faith Communities, ISBA presentation, 2021
- Alabama’s Toolkit for Volunteers and Faith Communities
- Rhode Island Toolkit: Supporting Family Caregivers: Nursing Students as Respite Providers Toolkit
- Hawaii Lifespan Respite TimeBanks Feasibility Study
- New York’s Expanding a Volunteer Respite Workforce to Provide Support to Caregivers in New York State
- Link: lifespanrespite.wildapricot.org/Faith-Based_Volunteer
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